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Summary
In late 2017, the Emotet Trojan started to propagate a new family of malware. Dubbed IceID, this new banker Trojan
employed several mechanisms to target business, including webinjection and redirection attacks. Since its emergence
in 2017, this threat has adopted new tactics, including interjecting into genuine conversations that had been exfiltrated
in previous breaches.
During routine threat investigations, the Bitdefender Active Threat Control team isolated an executable file placed in the
%TEMP% folder, with a name made up of long randomly generated numbers. Looking at the executable file’s version
info, we could call this campaign the “Steel Too Contain Byshout Dream Campaign” (in concordance with the file
description field).
We continued to dig in this direction, and we eventually managed to attribute this campaign to TA551 (Shathak)
a relatively new actor who gained notice from using the Valak malware[1]. Further analysis of the “Steel Too Contain
Byshout Dream,” campaign revealed that it was in factusing the IcedID (Bokbot) malware.
Shathak - also known as Gold Cabin - is a financially motivated threat group operating since 2018. They usually
distribute malware by using malicious documents in password-protected archives and involve a domain generation
algorithm to thwart law enforcement agencies to block registered domains.
TA551’s URLs usually host a PHP script that delivers the malware as a DLL[2]. Prior to April 2020, the most common
malware associated with Shathak was Ursnif. After that, they started infecting victims with Valak[3]. By taking into
account that both Ursnif and Valak are considered to have ties with the Russian-speaking community[4], we can infer
that Shathak is likely made up of Russian cybercriminals[3]. Since the end of July 2020, their favorite tool in the arsenal
became IcedID.
The group’s targets are in the United States and Canada.
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Technical Analysis
This research paper focuses on the full chain of compromise, which includes spear phishing documents, signed binary
proxy execution, steganography and code injection.

Initial Access
Like most Advanced Persistent Threats, Shathak favors achieving Initial Access through Spearphishing
Attachments. First, the victim receives an email that does not reveal too much information except for the password
for the archive, but it directs the user’s attention to the attachment. To evade security scanners, the attackers avoid
mentioning in plain text “the attached document,” and the result seems to be generated from an encoding error.

Fig. 1. Phishing email
In accordance with the information in the body of the mail, the attackers attach an archive that users can extract by
using the given password.

Fig. 2. Password-protected archive
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We also noticed a pattern in the date used in most of the document titles, such as “inquiry 07.23.2020.doc”, “legislated
07.20.doc”, “order-07.20.doc”, “statistics 07.20.doc” etc.
In the document,we can see an attached image with text claiming that the file was created in a previous version of
Microsoft Office Word and instructs that the victim click the “Enable Editing” and “Enable Content” buttons. This
technique is often used by attackers spreading malicious documents that rely on users’ naivety to trick them.

Fig. 3. Maldoc

Execution Flow
The execution flow, as seen in the diagram below, is as follows:
•

Initial Access: Phishing Email - The victim receives a phishing email that contains a password-protected archive;
inside there is a DOC file;

•

Stage 1: Maldoc - After enabling macros, winword.exe downloads the next stage, a DLL file saved with the PDF
extension. Regsvr32.exe is launched to run the DLL;

•

Stage 2: Downloader DLL - Executing the DllEntryPoint function a PNG image is saved, this image is decrypted into
the IcedID executable;

•

Stage 3: IcedID Executable - IcedID executable, saved with a random name in %TEMP%, downloads an additional
PNG that contains the main IcedID module by making use of steganography techniques;

•

Stage 4: Msiexec Injection - IcedID launches msiexec.exe with a random MSI filename, that does not exists on the
machine but to appear legitimate. Then the IcedID malware injects itself into the msiexec process.

Fig. 4. Execution Flow Diagram
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Stage 1: Maldoc

As mentioned in the Initial Access section, attackers have an unusual way of naming the files, with a date in most of
them like “command 07.20.doc”, “particulars,07.23.2020.doc”, “intelligence_07.20.doc”, “bid.07.20.doc” etc.
The team identified other relevant patterns. For example, most of the documents contain three modules with short
randomly generated names.

Fig. 5. Maldoc Modules
To gain a foothold on the targeted computer, attackers rely on the execution of the AutoOpen macro that acts as a next
stage launcher. In the case of the first document we analyzed, the next stage downloader DLL was saved as “TT.pdf”,
but there are more instances where it takes the name “Ub.pdf”. In the wild, the DLL can be saved with any short and
random name. The Microsoft 365 Defender Research Team [5] observed the downloader saved with the TXT extension
too.
The macro code contains comments with random English words, but this is not a mistake. From the attacker’s
perspective, this is yet another attempt by the malware to bypass security mechanisms. By including randomly
generated text in the malicious code, a detection based on blacklisting the file hash doesn’t work. Instead, security
solutions should use a signature based on carefully selected code features.
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Fig. 6. Macro Code AutoOpen Doc 1
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Fig. 7. Macro Code AutoOpen Doc 2
We can observe a declaration to the URLDownloadToFileA function from urlmon.dll, which is used to download the next
stage payload. Some variable declarations are also contained separately in this module.
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Fig. 8. Macro Code URLDownloadToFileA Doc 1

Fig. 9. Macro Code URLDownloadToFileA Doc 2
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Some functions containing solely random comments are visible alongside the random text contained in useful
methods.

Fig. 10. Macro Code Random Comments 1
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Fig. 11. Macro Code Random Comments 2
By inspecting several such documents and taking into account the identical structure, we see it is very likely that
attackers automatically generate these documents. Another similarity across multiple documents, which helped us
expand the investigation, was the URL structure from which the malware downloaded additional payloads. Although
attackers used multiple domains, each time the URL path respected the following pattern: hxxp[:]//<domain>[.]com/
xemcl/iba[.]php?l=<random>[.]cab.

Fig. 12. Request path

Stage 2: Downloader DLL

There are quite a few signatures on the dropped DLL at the time of publication, 47 out of 65, some even indicating the
name “IcedID”.

Fig. 13. DLL detections on VT
Saved as “Ub.pdf” or “TT.pdf” in %UserProfile%\Documents, this DLL acts as a second stage downloader. Although it
exports the DllRegisterServer function, it does not do much. The export is required by regsvr32 to execute the contents
from the DLL.

Fig. 14. DLL Exports
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Therefore, regsvr32.exe executes the malicious code, attaining signed binary proxy execution. The intended actions
take place when executing the DllEntryPoint.
Once the regsvr32 process is created, , it communicates with well-known websites, such as support[.]oracle[.]com,
help[.]twitter[.]com, support[.]microsoft[.]com, intel[.]com, support[.]apple[.]com to appear legitimate and to blend rogue
traffic in. But there is a domain that stands out, loadhnichar[.]co, which happens to be the next stage supplier.

Fig. 15. Network Communications
Unfortunately, loadhnichar[.]co was down when our team conducted the analysis. But this second stage will download
the next one as a PNG file and decrypt it to %UserProfile%\AppData\Local\Temp with a name made up of randomly
generated numbers. For example: %UserProfile%\AppData\Local\Temp\~671250696.exe.
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Stage 3: IcedID Executable

This is IcedID, but not in its entirety. The primary malicious code executed is hidden in a PNG image using a technique
called steganography. The executable downloads the image, decrypts the content of the image, loads it and executes
the contained shell code. This malicious code represents its main module. Part of this module contains instructions for
launching msiexec suspended, and then injecting into it.
The file version info appears to be somewhat legitimate.

Fig. 16. IcedID Version Info
To execute the shell code, the malware copies the code byte by byte, then uses the classic VirtualProtect to change the
page protection.

Fig. 17. VirtualProtect call
In an attempt to reduce the number of red flags for an AV or sandbox, it hides its imports by manually loading DLLs at
runtime and finding API addresses using GetProcAddress.
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The shell code loads the required DLL. In this case [EBP+10h] points to LoadLibraryExA.

Fig. 18. LoadLibraryExA call
Then, by jumping to this code, calling [EBP+14h], it actually calls GetProcAddress on the desired API.

Fig. 19. GetProcAddress call
Firstly, to get information about the victim’s username, it loads advapi32.dll to resolve GetUserNameA.

Fig. 20. AdvApi32.dll loaded
After calling the function at [EBP+10h], the return value in the EAX register shows a successful load of the DLL.
It uses the same technique, same code, to load other DLLs, like winhttp.dll, for example.

Fig. 21. WinHttp.dll loaded
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Using GetProcAddress, resolves various APIs, to communicate via HTTP.

Fig. 22. winhttp_WinHttpConnect resolved
By statically parsing this file, the team cannot obtain a plain text list of resolved APIs, but if we look at memory content
at runtime, this list is decrypted. Therefore, instead of presenting EAX’s value repeatedly, we can get a list of APIs and
their DLLs by using ProcessHacker to search for strings.

Fig. 23. In-memory strings
Another visible characteristic, when searching the memory for strings, the same as described by Group IB[6] is the form
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of the request.

Fig. 24. Request format
When trying to download the main core, the request contains data to help the attacker identify details about the
victim. In the case of our analysis, the request looks like this:
.
This numerical value can be interpreted, as the first two hex digits represent a hardcoded value (01). The next eight hex
digits also represent a hardcoded value, but in this case, it’s an identifier specific to the downloader. The following eight
hex digits are a timestamp, and the remaining digits contain information about the processor’s vendor ID and the code
execution time[6].
There is an encrypted list of C&Ss stored in the binary. During our dynamic analysis, by running the malware, we
managed to find that it first tries defrostingacademy[.]best, then connects successfully to heroimonroy[.]xyz.

Fig. 25. Attempting to download from the first C&C

Fig. 26. Successfully connected to the second C&C
As the INTERNET_DEFAULT_HTTPS_PORT suggests, the communication is indeed encrypted. The domain from which
the malware downloads the next stage corresponds to an IP that belongs to a web hosting service company.

Fig. 27. Https Communication
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For this sample, the received file is saved at %UserProfile%\AppData\Roaming\caokimac\ucleac.png.

Fig. 28. Saved image
There are no engines on VT that detect this file.

Fig. 29. VT detections on the PNG
This is a valid PNG file.

Fig. 32. PNG content
The picture is “visually empty”. PNG files are images that can have transparent pixels. In this case, transparent pixels
make the entire image. The default viewer in Windows chooses to represent them in black, but if we open the same
picture with the default viewer in Ubuntu (Linux distribution), we can confirm that all pixels are transparent because this
viewer shows them in gray.
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Fig. 33. PNG viewed in Windows

Fig. 34. PNG viewed in Ubuntu
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Stage 4: Msiexec Injection

Once the executable drops the PNG onto the system, it starts msiexec.exe in suspended mode.

Fig. 35. CreateProcessA call
In the image above, the ESI points to CreateProcessA, and we can easily observe that the value 4 is pushed to the stack,
representing the CREATE_SUSPENDED process creation flag. The command line also becomes visible by analyzing the
stack.

Fig. 36. Command Line for CreateProcessA
The malware supplies a randomly named MSI package via command line parameters to look like a legitimate install.
But the package is not located anywhere in the system; the msiexec process will be used as a victim for code injection.

Fig. 37. Random-named msi packages
To hide its activity behind a signed binary, IcedID uses a combination of APIs, called in the same manner
as CreateProcessA, using register calls, namely: NtAllocateVirtualMemory to allocate memory inside msiexec,
ZwWriteVirtualMemory to copy the shellcode, NtProtectVirtualMemory to enable execute access to the allocated region
and finally NtQueueApcThread to execute the shellcode, creating a new thread inside msiexec.exe.
By setting breakpoints in the debugger, we extracted the shell code from the process’s memory. And there are no
signatures on VT on the buffer.
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Fig. 38. Shellcode VT detections
After the control is passed to msiexec.exe, it makes a copy of the executable to %UserProfile%\AppData\
Local\<Username>\ as Tinuwuwo.exe (random name) or at %UserProfile%\AppData\Roaming\<Username>\<Username>\
as Ziahtups.exe (random name) and the original executable is deleted.

Fig. 39. Executable copy

Fig. 40. Running copies
The method ensures persistence on the system in combination with a scheduled task[7].

Fig. 41. Scheduled Task
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Fig. 42. Scheduled Task Triggers

Impact
Once injected into msiexec.exe, IcedID’s core objective is to steal financial data from browsers. It watches in a loop
with a second sleep period for the targeted processes to be launched, searching for specific names, such as firefox,
iexplore and chrome.
When the victim launches one of the browsers, IcedID creates a local proxy, then hooks browsers APIs such as connect,
SSL_AuthCertificateHook, CertGetCertificateChain and CertVerifyCertificatePolicy and generates its self-signed certificate
in %TEMP%.[7][8]
Thus, msiexec, containing the IcedID’s payload, achieves full control of the browser, with the ability to extract the
stored passwords and deploy other trojan capabilities: The module awaits commands from its C&C. These include
downloading files from the server, executing them or running arbitrary commands and sending back the result. This
banker’s capabilities are well documented by researchers mentioned in the bibliography [6][7].

Privacy Impact
Due to IcedID’s capabilities, the privacy of infected users may be heavily affected. This malware can steal username
information and passwords from browsers and exfiltrate them to the C&C server. From there, the threat actor may
decide to sell them on the dark web or use them in other malicious efforts.
Loss of credentials may have dire consequences. Attackers could steal money from bank accounts, and other sensitive
data may be acquired and later used for blackmail or defamation. In exceptional cases, it may even lead to full user
digital identity takeover.
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Campaign Distribution
Foremost, IcedID targets mostly US bank customers, but a few cases are outside the US, such as in Canada.

Fig. 43. Impact

Conclusion
We should note that, since first described by IBM X-Force[9][10] researchers in 2017, the banker Trojan already had
numerous features, such as a proxy server and web injects. It continued to mature as an advanced malware while
improving the infection chain.
Fast-forward to the present, and IcedID carefully compromises the system. The first stage arrives as maldoc inside a
password-protected archive. Instead of simply downloading the next stage, it resolves an API in the malicious macro.
From there, it uses signed binary proxy execution, launching the supplied DLL together with regsvr32.
Instead of hiding behind an image extension, like most malware would do, IcedID uses steganography twice. And
IcedID would not complete its compromise chain if it didn’t disguise its main core as a legitimate install. To defend
against IcedID or similar malware, we recommend careful inspection of any document that requires macro activation,
and double-checking of processes that look legitimate, such as regsvr32 or msiexec.
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